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Undertaking – 3
(To be signed and returned by all the parents)

Electronic Item policy :
 In order to avoid distraction in and increase focus in studies the following electronics item are strictly

prohibited. Strict disciplinary action will be taken if any of the above item are found with the student.
Furthermore , a fine of up to Rs.15000/- will be imposed in such a situation.

 Mobiles/cell-phones, SIM card , MP3 players, devices with FM players, any touch pads (with screen),
PSPs, USB flash drives, cameras, radios, tape recorders, CD’s, Disc -man, etc., any electrical appliances
like hotplates, irons, heater rods and cookers, etc.

Use of Unfair means in Exam / Plagiarism:
 Use of Unfair means in examination will result in the student being awarded a zero in that paper and it

may lead to expulsion from school.
 Student are required to maintain originality in their homework, assignments and projects. Copying any

academic work from friends will result in the student being awarded a zero in that assignment and if
repeated may lead to expulsion.

Good Reading Habits :
 It is very important that students are encouraged to develop a good reading habit. We recommend
 Good general knowledge books, intelligent quiz books, books based on discoveries, invention,

personalities, daily thoughts, rich poems and dramas.
 If any inappropriate and / or vulgar books are found in the custody of the child they will be confiscated

and will not be returned. A repeat offense will incur an expulsion/ rusticated from the school. Parents
are requested to take care of this situation.

Damage to Property:
 I/We understand that it is our responsibility to make our ward responsible and respectful of school’s

valuable property/ material and supplies.
 I/We accept the cost of any repair and/ or replacement of such item that are defaced, broken or

destroyed by my/our ward. Such behavior if repeated may also result in the student’s expulsion.

Name of the student with class Signature of Parent (with date)


